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Abstract—We consider a -antenna space diversity system
combined with two parallel equalizer branches for the reception
of short-burst time-division multiple-access signals. By applying
a combination of several recently proposed blind equalization
algorithms, we make significant improvement over the burst error
probability performance reported to date. This is achieved by
starting the two blind equalizers from different initial tap settings
and applying a specific weighting of the equalizers’ outputs in
order to derive the symbol decision. A burst error probability of
less than 10 3 is achieved with the new strategy for a root mean
square (rms) delay spread of less than 0.4 times the symbol dura-
tion. This is a significant improvement over a recently reported
result.
Index Terms—Blind equalization, burst error probability, par-
allel branches, short-burst time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
system, space diversity reception.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THIS paper, we consider the use of blind equalization inshort-burst time-division multiple-access (TDMA) systems.
In such systems, a frame contains a small number of bits (about
100). Usually, due to the fast time-varying nature of the channel,
a training sequence has to be applied for each frame, leading to a
very significant overhead. Therefore, the use of blind equaliza-
tion is desirable. This problem has been considered recently by
Chen et al. [1]. In [1], a blind -spaced equalizer ( is symbol
duration) with constant modulus algorithm (TSE-CMA) is ap-
plied on the same received burst repeatedly until convergence
is achieved. However, it has been known that a single TSE suf-
fers from local convergence and noise enhancement for channels
with zeros near the unit circle [2]. Recently, some blind equal-
ization algorithms have been proposed for use with a fraction-
ally spaced equalizer and/or multiple antennas at the receiver,
which can achieve global convergence under zero-forcing (ZF)
conditions [4], [6]. In this paper, we consider a -antenna space
diversity receiver in which signal sampling is done at the baud
rate 1 , as in [6] and [8], instead of a single TSE.
In [1], the burst error probability performance (a burst error
occurs if a single burst has at least one bit in error) of the blind
equalizer in a frequency-selective Rayleigh-fading channel is
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Fig. 1. Channel model of q-antenna space diversity system.
investigated, using simulation, as a function of the root mean
square (rms) delay spread. Results have been obtained for the
cases with two-branch space diversity and with reequalization.
However, in [1], only a single TSE is used. Therefore, in [1],
space diversity is not fully exploited and the receiver only
achieves a burst error probability of 3 10 at an rms delay
spread of 0.1 times the symbol duration. In this paper, we
introduce a new strategy, to be explained in detail in a later
section, that will improve the transmission performance quite
significantly. The new strategy performs blind equalization
in several parallel equalizer branches with different initial
settings of the tap coefficients, where each equalizer makes
use of the outputs from all the antennas. In addition, the final
output is determined by weighting and combining the outputs
of all blind equalizers in an appropriate and specific manner,
to be described in Section III. We present simulation results in
Section IV and offer conclusions in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we use an uncorrelated -antenna diversity re-
ceiver, in which each antenna output is sampled at the baud
rate 1 . The channel model is shown in Fig. 1. The propa-
gation channel is considered to be a slow fading channel with
discrete power-delay profile, where the delay between two adja-
cent paths is one symbol period. A typical channel power-delay
profile is shown in Fig. 2. At the transmitter, the data shaping
pulse has a unit value in the interval and zero else-
where. The receiver applies a matched filter with a square-pulse
response , which has value of in the interval
and zero elsewhere. This response is realized by a one-symbol
integrate-sample-and-dump filter. In general, the propagation
0018-9545/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Fig. 2. A typical channel power-delay profile (Q = 3).
channel impulse response has a finite time duration. Therefore,
the outputs of subchannels become
(1)
where
sampled output of th subchannel;
common transmitted sequence with differential
quadrature phase-shift keying (DQPSK) modulation
such that ;
sampled propagation channel impulse response of the
th subchannel;
noise sample from additive white Gaussian noise
with single-sided power spectrum density ;
number of multipaths;
symbol energy.
It is to be noted that the channel model in (1) is causal. That
is, has nonzero value only when . The deriva-
tion of (1) can be found in [9], by assuming a wide-sense sta-
tionary uncorrelated scattering slow fading channel with dis-
crete power-delay profile and a matched filter detection of the
signal.
In this paper, the subchannels are modeled as frequency-se-
lective Rayleigh-fading channels that can be described as
finite impulse response filters as in (1).
is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable, with
, where denotes the
ensemble average and denotes the average power of the th
resolvable wave. Since the burst length is short, the channel
impulse response can be considered as quasi-stationary, which
means that for every burst, the channel does not change, but for
a different burst, the channel is different. The rms delay spread
is calculated as follows:
(2)
where is the delay of the th
path, and is assumed.
III. BLIND ADAPTIVE EQUALIZATION
In this paper, our parallel equalization strategy will employ
two algorithms that are widely used for blind equalization:
the mutually referenced (MR) equalization method [6] and
Godard’s algorithm [3] or constant modulus algorithm (CMA).
A. Mutually Referenced Equalization Method
It is known that blind equalization algorithms with a single
TSE suffer from ill convergence [2]. Parallel equalization has
been shown to be able to mitigate this problem [6]. In [6], a par-
allel blind equalization algorithm that exploits the property of
MR second-order statistics has been proposed. In this algorithm,
the output of every blind equalizer acts as a training sequence
of other equalizers. To reduce the computation complexity, only
two blind equalizers are used in this paper. The receiver with two
parallel blind equalizers is shown in Fig. 3. The input of equal-
izer 1 is that of equalizer 0 delayed by one symbol period.
The structure of each blind equalizer is depicted in Fig. 4.
One adjustable filter with length is provided for each
subsequence . The output of each filter is
(3)
where denotes the th blind equalizer. The output of the
blind equalizer is
(4)
Since there are only two blind equalizers, the cost function of
MR becomes
(5)
B. Constant Modulus Algorithm
In [7], it is mentioned that CMA will introduce random phase
rotation. Therefore, we apply the modified CMA (MCMA) [1],
[7], which can overcome this problem. The cost function of
MCMA is
(6)
where
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
C. Combination of MR and MCMA
These two algorithms still suffer from ill convergence, al-
though it has been proven in [4] and [6] that global conver-
gence can be assured if ZF conditions, to be explained below,
are satisfied. Let the transfer function of each subchannel be
. Then the ZF conditions can be ex-
pressed as follows [4], [6].
1) There is no common zero for (identifiability
condition).
2) (equalizer length condition).
Since the ZF conditions cannot always be satisfied in a time-
varying channel, these two algorithms, i.e., MR and MCMA,
can be combined so that more information about the channel
is used and better performance can be achieved. As in [5], we
combine these two cost functions through a weighted constant
, such that
(11)
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Fig. 3. Structure of a q-antenna diversity receiver with two blind equalizers.
Fig. 4. Structure of individual blind equalizer.
It is proven in [8] that when the identifiability condition (lack
of disparity) is not achievable, CMA still behaves quite robustly.
On the other hand, the MR part of the cost function is sometimes
able to prevent the new cost function from converging to local
minima. By minimizing with respect to the th equalizer tap
coefficients, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm can be
formulated as follows:
(12)
where is the equalizer tap coefficient for the th input
symbol, is a positive and small step size, denotes conjugate,
and . The procedure for the derivation of (12)
can be found in [10].
As described above, several parallel blind equalization strate-
gies have been proposed and shown to be able to reduce ill con-
vergence and improve the performance of a single blind equal-
izer [6]. One of our contributions in this paper is to apply dif-
ferent initial tap coefficient values to mitigate the ill conver-
gence problem, as explained in the following. Different initial
tap coefficient values correspond to different points on the sur-
face of the cost function. Since there exist local minima for the
cost function, if the initial estimated output is located near a
local minimum, it will probably converge to the local minimum
instead of the global minimum, which causes the wrong output.
Moreover, for certain locations on the surface of the cost func-
tion, although global convergence can be achieved, the speed is
slow. Hence, the output of the equalizer might not converge in
a limited period.
Here, a parallel equalization strategy is used. Different initial
tap coefficient values are assigned to several blind equalizers,
which result in several estimated phase outputs. It is obvious
that the most important factor for determining the shape of a cost
function is the channel impulse response. Without having such
information, it is very difficult to find starting points that can
achieve global convergence. Therefore, random initial tap coef-
ficient values are chosen for the parallel blind equalizers. The
probability of all getting ill convergence or slow convergence
becomes much smaller. After convergence, each equalizer will
have an estimated mean square error (EMSE)
EMSE (13)
where is the output of the decision device of each blind
equalizer, which is the estimation of , and is the frame size.
EMSE is the value of EMSE calculated after every iteration.
Our other contribution in this paper is to choose the final
output according to , where , the weightage
associated with the th blind equalizer, is given by
EMSE
EMSE (14)
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Fig. 5. Structure of data burst with null symbols.
The above choice of ensures that output with small EMSE
will be given a large weight. As a result, the probability of ill or
slow convergence is reduced significantly.
Due to the ISI introduced by the causal channel, the received
sequence is given by (1). As a consequence, the first few sym-
bols of every received data burst will be affected by the unknown
symbols in the previous data burst, which will degrade the error
probability performance. Therefore, we use these symbols as
null symbols where no signal is transmitted for these symbol
periods so that the interference is reduced.
The structure of the data burst is shown in Fig. 5. Moreover,
the drop in received power can be detected to find the beginning
of a frame. The length of null symbols should be long enough
so that the interference from the previous burst is removed or
negligible. The null symbols are overhead, but we will show
in Section IV that two to three null symbols are enough to re-
move interburst interference. The resultant overhead is still suf-
ficiently small.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate, through extensive computer
simulations, the performance of the proposed algorithm for
short-burst TDMA systems. A frame or burst of length
symbols (including null symbols) with DQPSK modulation is
assumed for the transmission. When using QPSK, the output
phase is shifted by unknown multiples of 90 from the input
phase sequence. Due to this phase ambiguity, the DQPSK is
used instead of QPSK, so that the detection will not be affected
by the arbitrary phase rotation.
As mentioned before, the equalizer length conditions can be
satisfied when and . Therefore, each blind equal-
izer consists of two adjustable filters with length of ,
and two blind equalizers are used as mentioned before. Since
MCMA is more robust than MR when ZF conditions are not
satisfied, MCMA should be given more weight in the combined
cost function. Hence, is chosen to be 0.8 for all the simula-
tions performed in this paper.
The channel input is an independent identically dis-
tributed sequence, and the channel noise is white Gaussian. The
amplitude of the transmitted symbol is normalized to one. The
step size is on the order of 10 , while its value is cal-
culated according to the power of every received burst but is
fixed during the iterations in order to achieve fast convergence.
It is known that the convergence speed of blind equalization al-
gorithm is slow; therefore, a long sequence of data is needed.
For short-burst TDMA systems, in order to get convergence for
each frame, the following iterative method is applied. The re-
ceived sequence , is extended according
Fig. 6. Illustration of convergence behavior for parallel blind equalizers at
E =N = 20 dB.
to
mod to form the input to the blind equalizer.
It is equivalent to transmitting the same data burst through the
same channel for a sufficiently long time so that convergence
can be achieved at the receiver. Initial tap coefficient values are
chosen randomly such that the coefficient with the maximum
modulus is normalized to 1 , and they vary according to
the power of each received burst. Equalization will be stopped
either when convergence is achieved, which is indicated by a
small EMSE among all the equalizers, or when the number of
iterations reaches a limit, which is 250 in our case. This is be-
cause one user cannot hold onto too long of a time in a TDMA
system.
The MCMA-MR is first tested on a three-tap channel
for which the delay between two adjacent paths is one symbol
period. Two null symbols are provided for every data burst. Per-
fect time synchronization is assumed in all cases. Fig. 6 illus-
trates a typical convergence behavior of equalizer outputs in a
three-tap channel with 20 dB, where for
DQPSK modulation and the sampled channel impulse response
is given by
The initial tap coefficient values for both equalizers are
and
It can be seen that equalizer 1 is able to converge and give correct
output although equalizer 0 does not converge.
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Fig. 7. Burst error probability for channels with different power-delay profiles
and the same normalized rms delay spread (three-tap frequency-selective slow
fading channal).
A. Effect of Power-Delay Profiles
In this paper, three types of power-delay profiles are consid-
ered: one-sided exponential profile, Gaussian profile, and ran-
domly varying profile. The first two types of profiles are given
by
one-sided exponential
Gaussian
(15)
where and are positive numbers determined by
the required rms delay spread and the condition . As
a result, once the value of rms delay spread is given, the average
power of each path is fixed. However, for the randomly varying
profile, the average power of each path can be varied, so long
as the value of rms delay spread remains unchanged. This can
be explained by the moving nature of the mobile system. There-
fore, for the first two types of profiles, 50 000 randomly gen-
erated data bursts were transmitted through the channel with a
fixed power-delay profile. For the randomly varying profile, 100
channels with different power-delay profiles were generated for
each value of rms delay spread, and 1000 randomly generated
data bursts were transmitted through each channel.
Fig. 7 gives the burst error probability versus for
three-tap channels with different types of power delay profiles,
as mentioned above, and the same rms delay spread normalized
by symbol period. From the simulation results, it can be seen
that with the same rms delay spread, the performances for
the different types of power-delay profiles are quite close.
This implies that the type of channel power-delay profile
has negligible effect on the performance of our parallel blind
equalization algorithm. Hence, all the simulation results to be
presented in the following were obtained for channels with
randomly varying power-delay profiles.
B. Flat Fading and Error Floor
In Fig. 7, a burst error probability curve for the case that
rms delay spread equals zero is also given for comparison. It
can be seen that it serves as a lower bound for all the other
burst error probability curves. It should be noted that in this
case, the channel becomes a flat fading channel, which has
no power-delay profile. Actually, for DQPSK modulation in
a quasi-stationary flat fading channel, there should not be
any error floor resulting from random FM noise. However, in
Fig. 7, it can be seen that an error floor appears to be forming
when the value of becomes large. The reason for this is
that the final symbol decision is made according to the output
of the receiver , which is the output of a system cascading
the channel and equalizer. Since the equalizer tap coefficients
are updated symbol by symbol, the impulse response of the
cascaded system is no longer quasi-stationary, and therefore
error floor appears.
C. Sources of Errors
As explained before, the parallel blind equalization algo-
rithm is not able to eliminate ill-convergence events completely
but can reduce their probability. Hence, among all the errors
counted, there are contributions from white Gaussian noise, ill
convergence, and slow convergence. It is to be noted that slow
convergence also contributes to errors because, as mentioned
earlier in this section, the equalization run has to be aborted
once the number of iterations has reached 250. In Fig. 7, it
is observed that for each power-delay profile, the difference
of burst error probabilities between different values of rms
delay spread is large for high but becomes smaller as
decreases. This is due to the fact that ill convergence
and slow convergence are the dominant factors for the errors
that occurred at large values of . In such situations, the
condition of the channel is reflected by the rms delay spread,
where a large value gives a channel that is more difficult to
equalize. However, at small values of , white Gaussian
noise becomes the dominant factor for the errors and the effect
of rms delay spread becomes less significant. As a result, the
error performance becomes closer.
D. Simulation Results and Discussions
In Fig. 8, the average burst error probability is plotted
against rms delay spread normalized by symbol period with
30 dB in a three-tap channel . The result
obtained in [1] is also shown in Fig. 8 for comparison. From
the figure, it can be seen that the MCMA-MR proposed here
outperforms the equalizer presented in [1] by quite a significant
amount. The burst error probability is reduced by more than
ten times at small rms delay spread and more than 20 times at
large rms delay spread. For a small rms delay spread of less
than 0.4 times the symbol period, our blind equalizer without
the use of reequalization, as applied in [1], achieves a burst
error probability of less than , which will be suitable for
use in voice transmission. Moreover, the result obtained by
MCMA-MR using the same initial tap coefficient values to
both equalizers is also provided for comparison. It can be seen
that by applying different initial tap coefficient values, the burst
error probability performance is much better, especially for
large rms delay spread. Note that when using the same initial
tap coefficient values, due to the presence of the delay before
blind equalizer 1, the two equalizers will still have different
outputs for mutual referencing purpose.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of burst error probability with different equalization strategy at E =N = 30 dB.
Fig. 9. Comparison of simulation results for different number of channel taps and null symbols at E =N = 30 dB.
The effect of null symbols in the equalization process is illus-
trated in Fig. 9. All the results were obtained at 30 dB.
From the figure, it can be seen that a four-tap channel with two
null symbols has slightly higher burst error probability than that
of a three-tap channel with two null symbols. This is because
two null symbols are sufficient to remove the interference from
the previous burst for a three-tap channel but not for a four-tap,
longer delay spread channel. In the case of a five-tap channel,
but with only two null symbols, although the equalizer length
condition is still satisfied ( is used), the error performance
becomes much worse. This is because two null symbols are not
sufficient for removing the interburst interference. When we in-
crease the number of null symbols to three, the burst error prob-
ability drops considerably, as can be seen from Fig. 9. The burst
error probability can reach a similar level as a four-tap channel
with two null symbols.
Fig.10 shows the burst error probability versus the maximum
number of iterations for a three-tap channel at rms delay spread
of 0.6 times symbol period and 20 dB. As we would
expect, the larger the maximum number of iterations, the lower
the burst error probability. The burst error probability experi-
ences a significant drop when the number of iterations is approx-
imately larger than 100. The tradeoff for low burst error proba-
bility is that longer processing time is required. Therefore, we
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Fig. 10. Burst error probability for different maximum number of iterations at E =N = 20 dB and normalized rms delay spread of 0.6.
took 250 in our simulation as a compromise. It should be noted
that the average number of iterations is smaller than the max-
imum number of iterations since many bursts converge before
reaching the maximum number.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a -antenna space diver-
sity receiver and a new blind equalization strategy suitable for
a low-delay TDMA system, whose frame is very short. The
proposed parallel blind equalization strategy combines MCMA
and MR using different initial tap coefficients and appropriate
weighting of equalizer outputs for the final symbol decision. We
have achieved a significant improvement over the burst error
probability performance obtained by Chen et al. in [1]. Com-
puter simulation demonstrates that applying different initial co-
efficient values for parallel blind equalizers indeed gives a better
result. Moreover, the length of the null symbols also plays an
important role in the equalization process.
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